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interpreters think that doctors should avoid specialised
terms and adapt what they say to ensure understanding.
Also on the theme of medical interpreting Professor
Lorraine Leeson and Carmel Grehan from the Centre for
Deaf Studies, Trinity Collect Dublin, tackled issues
relating to medical sign language interpreting and
referred to the findings of the Medisign project on the
need for proper regulation of the sector and provision of
sign language interpreting. In her presentation “Deaf
People’s experiences in Healthcare in Ireland” Grehan
spoke about “horror stories” where the key concerns
were the lack of sign language interpreters with specialist
training, lack of knowledge by the doctors and the
importance of not using untrained interpreters. In her
presentation “Ad-hoc, risky, unregulated: Interpreting in
medical settings in Ireland” Professor Leeson spoke
about concerns regarding current practices, highlighting
ethical issues and referring to the code of ethics. She
recommended improved interpreter training both shortterm and long-term and the need for a statutory
requirement that interpreters are licensed.
Continuing with the same topic, Dr Jemina Napier in
her presentation 'Access to preventative and on‐going
healthcare information for deaf Auslan users: A
qualitative study' spoke about healthcare communication
in Australia. As pointed out by Dr Napier,
misunderstandings and miscommunication may arise
between patients and healthcare practitioners and the
average deaf person generally has a lower level of English
literacy.
I really enjoyed a presentation on The
Institutionalization of Community Interpreting as a
Complex Matter of Recognition presented by Sofía
García-Beyaert as part of the panel on Interpreting and
Social Fabric. Garcia-Beyaert referred to the theme of
professional recognition and the fact that, language
access to public services has escaped the public debates
and the institutional and political agendas. She referred
to the situation in Ontario, Canada and the way
intercultural communication is managed in public and
community settings there.
Other interesting presentations included the
presentation 'Providing Virtual Training to Interpreting
Students in Africa. Evaluation of a Pilot Project' by
Carmen Delgado and Manuela Motta. They talked about
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the distance learning programme for interpreters in
Kenya, provided by the University of Geneva and the
challenges presented. On the same topic of Capacity
Building and Training, Dr Mohammed El Haj Ahmed
from the Islamic University of Gaza spoke about the
importance of understanding and redefining different
capacities required of professional interpreters in the
Gaza Strip, and he explained the main challenges facing
Palestinian interpreters such as mastery of the mother
tongue and target tongue, the lack of specialization, lack
of training facilities and equipment and called for a shift
in interpreter training from a teacher centred approach
to a learned centred approach.
Finally the presentation about liaison interpreting in
China by Lihua Jian was outstanding. It referred to
interpreters filtering the original message and the
importance of bringing different disciplinary
perspectives and providing new research methodologies
in Chinese interpreting studies. María Jesús Blasco from
Universitat Jaume I de Castelló gave an informative
presentation on Transposing European Directive
2010/64/EU in Spain: Redefining the Socio-Professional
Status and Role of Legal Interpreters and referred to the
implications in terms of training for member states.
The IATIS Conference was beneficial in that it
provided additional information on skills needed for
translation and interpreting. It provided an opportunity
to raise awareness of critical issues and potential risks
and demonstrated the benefits of close cooperation. The
importance of recognition of the profession was
highlighted in lectures, complemented by workshops, all
addressing a wide variety of issues in translation,
interpreting and intercultural studies between legal
practitioners, interpreters, political decision makers and
researchers and reflecting on one of the greatest
challenges of translation and interpreting and the
benefits for the society.
The venue for the next IATIS conference in 2015 is
Belo Horizonte, Brazil. See the IATIS website for more
details: http://www.iatis.org
More info about the 4th IATIS Conference, Belfast, including the
Conference Programme, can be found here:
http://tinyurl.com/8wjj5ou
Miren-Maialen Samper holds a postgraduate qualification in
community interpreting (Graduate Certificate in Community
Interpreting) by Dublin City University and she is an active
member of the ITIA Interpreting Sub-committee
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Athbhreithniú ar Chaighdeán
Oifigiúil na Gaeilge
Roma locuta est!

Tá eagrán leasaithe díreach foilsithe ag Rannóg an
Aistriúcháin de Thithe an Oireachtais den Chaighdeán
Oifigiúil Gaeilge. Treoir maidir le húsáid na Gaeilge
scríofa a bhí sa Chaighdeán riamh, ach sna blianta ó
céadfhoilsíodh ‘an leabhrán glas’ i 1958 bhí an bhearna
idir caint an phobail agus an teanga chaighdeánach
scríofa ag leathnú, nó gur tháinig an t-am le
hathbhreithniú a dhéanamh ar rialacha áirithe gramadaí
le ceann a thógáil d’fhorás nádúrtha na teanga, agus le
soiléiriú a dhéanamh ar chuid acu.
Is mór atá pobal na Gaeilge, agus aistritheoirí
doiciméad oifigiúil go háirithe, faoi chomaoin ag an
Rannóg as an treoir thábhachtach seo a sholáthar in alt
na huaire seo ar shlí chomh soiléir beacht údarásach seo,
agus sin i bhfoilseachán breá slachtmhar dathchódaithe
soláimhsithe agus réamhrá mínithe ag gabháil leis.
Ní mór a rá i dtosach báire gur fágadh formhór mór
na rialacha mar a bhí, ach leathnú a bheith déanta ar
fhocheann le cur leis na leaganacha a bheas ceadaithe nó
inghlactha feasta de bhreis ar an seanreacht. Ní raibh an
litriú caighdeánach i gceist san athbhreithniú cionn is é a
bheith ar eolas go forleathan agus é sásúil ar an iomlán.
Ní fiú dul go mion sna hathruithe anseo, ach go
hachomair – cuirtear le húsáid an ainmnigh in ionad an
ghinidigh stairiúil i gcásanna áirithe, tugtar aitheantas
breise do chleachtas na gcanúintí maidir leis an tuiseal
tabharthach agus le réimniú na mbriathra, tugtar rogha
maidir le córas simplithe in úsáid na n-uimhreacha
(ábhar a bhfuil cuid mhór tráchta air anseo), agus
déantar beachtú agus soiléiriú ar riail an tséimhithe i
gcás dhá ainmfhocal a bheadh ag teacht i ndiaidh a
chéile agus i roinnt cásanna eile. Tá caibidlí faoi leith ann
ar an alt, ar na dobhriathra agus ar na forainmnigh, agus
mionsonraithe ar úsáid agus ar fhoirmeacha na copaile.
Cad é a shíleann mo leithéid a d’fhéach riamh leis an
gCaighdeán Oifigiúil a chur i bhfeidhm san áit ar chóir
sin? Tá mé iontach sásta de. An t-aon rud a chronaigh
mé, gan aon lua a bheith ar dhul cainte de shaghas ba
dhuine é a shíl mé a chonaic mé cheana. Agus rud a
chuir iontas beag orm é a fheiceáil ann, an dara pearsa
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iolra den bhriathar san aimsir chaite a chríochnú ar bhair. Níor mhothaigh mé sin leis na cianta, ach ní miste
liom é.
Res finita est, mar sin?
Gramadach na Gaeilge An Caighdeán Oifigiúil, arna fhoilsiú
ag Seirbhísí Thithe an Oireachtais, Baile Átha Cliath 2012; lgh
226; le ceannach ó Oifig Dhíolta Foilseachán Rialtais, Sráid
Theach Laighean, Baile Átha Cliath 2; €10

Roma locuta est!

The Translation Service of the Houses of the
Oireachtas has just published a revised edition (in Irish)
of the Official Irish Language Standard. The official
standard was always intended to apply to the written
language, but in the period since the ‘little green book’
first appeared in 1958 the gap between vernacular use
and the official standard has widened, till the time finally
came to embark on a review of grammatical rules to take
account of the natural development of the language, and
to clarify certain points in some cases.
Irish-speakers, especially (it may be said) translators
of official documents, are greatly indebted to the Dáil
Translation Service for providing this important guide at
this juncture, in a text so clear, accurate and
authoritative, and in a publication that is attractive and
easy to negotiate with its colour-coded sections,
including a brief explanatory foreword.
It should be said right away that the vast majority of
the old rules have been retained, but occasionally these
have been expanded to admit additional forms deemed
acceptable in future. Official standard spelling, now
widely practised and accepted, has not been included in
this revision.
Without going into great detail, the main changes are
– the use of the nominative in place of the historical
genitive in certain cases is extended, further recognition
is given to dialectal usage regarding the dative case and
some verbal forms, choice is given with a simplified
system for the use of numerals (there is quite a lot about
numerals, in fact), and the rules governing the use of
lenition (aspiration) are expounded and clarified in such
cases as that of two nouns following each other, and in
other situations. There are special chapters on the
definite article, adverbs, and pronouns, as well as details
of the use and forms of the copula.
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But as one who seeks to implement the Official
Standard wherever appropriate, what do I think of it all?
I am very happy with it. One little thing I noticed – there
was no mention of such constructions as ba dhuine é a
shíl mé a chonaic mé cheana. And I saw something there
that surprised me a little – the second person plural past
tense ending in -bhair. Haven’t noticed that around for
ages, though I don’t mind at all.
Res finita est, then?
Gramadach na Gaeilge An Caighdeán Oifigiúil, published by
Seirbhísí Thithe an Oireachtais, Dublin, 2012; pp 226.
Available from Government Publications’ Sales Office,
Molesworth Street, Dublin 2; €10

Welsh language activist jailed over
refusal to pay English-only fine
Language activist has been jailed for refusing to pay
court-ordered compensation because the demand was
not written in Welsh.
Welsh teacher Jamie Bevan, 36, of Union Street,
Merthyr Tydfil, was sentenced to 35 days behind bars for
failing to pay £1,021 in damages after breaking into a
Conservative Party office in protest over S4C spending
cuts.
He said he had complained to the Court Service three
times but still received an English-only order after
breaking into Tory MP Jonathan Evans’ office in North
Cardiff in March last year.
He told Merthyr magistrates he had “no intention” of
paying the fine despite having the finances to do so and
that it was a “privilege” to accept his punishment.
Rapturous applause from fellow campaigners swiftly
turned to heckles as Bevan was jailed.
Presiding magistrate Owen Jenkins said he had no
choice but to send Bevan to jail and was then confronted
by screams of injustice from the public gallery.
In a dramatic finish, Bevan, who had been previously
jailed for seven days for breaking a curfew, raised a fist
high above him as he was escorted away.
Bethan Williams, chairwoman for Cymdeithas yr
Iaith Gymraeg - the Welsh Language Society - then
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shouted “The system is oppressive - this court is
oppressive” before being dragged from the court room.
An interpreter was summoned to translate to nonWelsh speaking members of the court.
Speaking in Welsh, Bevan said: “Over a period of a
year and a half, I have received an unacceptable and
patchy Welsh language service. Complaints have been
made and apologies received but the mistakes continue."
“There should be a right for anyone who lives in
Wales to receive a hearing and legal support completely
in Welsh, and for free."
“It’s nowhere near sufficient for the hearing to be
held through the medium of a translator."
“Welsh speakers are under a massive disadvantage by
getting hearings through a translator because a translator
does not enable an individual to communicate directly
with magistrates or a judge."
“That is a ridiculous situation in modern-day Wales.
It’s simply archaic. It’s unreasonable to divide Wales
between those who are Welsh speaking and non-Welsh
speaking. “I have as much right as anyone to have a
hearing in Welsh and that should be able to happen
completely naturally, without publicity and without all
the hassle and fuss."
“As you know, I have no intention in conforming. I
will not pay one penny of the fine despite the fact that I
can easily pay it.
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“Please do as you wish. I am sure you know that the
clerk has told me that you have no choice but I am sure
[there are] other things that can be done by human
beings that understand justice."
“I am not begging you to do one thing or another. It
is a privilege to accept your decision whatever that may
be.”
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